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Nowadays, the young adult massive use of communication technology releases a hybrid form 
of language. Our research in progress study deals with this new code, appearing mainly 
throughout the SMS and MSN channels. Our analysing perspective divides within this 
language artifact, different paradigms: abbreviations, crypted words, emphatic letters and 
important 3D image presence (emoticons and emotional bracketing). This paper intends to 
point out several aspects of the presented phenomena: 
-  ethnolinguistical approach of the study’s subjects (specific linguistic community analysis, 
code switching ability, social questioning upon ethnical belonging, cultural background, age, 
etc.); 
-   phonetical and lexical analysis of the most common, most repetitive, and therefore more 
emblematic elements of this new code; 
- sociolinguistical attempt to put into perspective isolated, controversial examples, by 
following the path of shaping around ; 
-  declining this new code into the wide serie of juvenile language case ; trying to highlight, 
throughout the dichotomy /written/ vs /spoken /, the belonging of a language used in a face to 
interface communication. Considering that, the discourse is expressed through a virtual 
universe, carried out towards a virtual speaker/user/receiver. 
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